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Synthesis of Reflectors Characterized by the
Spatial Dispersion of the Reflection Coefficient
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Abstract—Planar antenna reflectors are attractive for the
designs of both narrow-beam antenna arrays and frequencyscanning arrays. Planar implementation of reflectors can be
performed through substrate integrated waveguide (SIW)
technology. The magnitude and argument of the field reflected
from such surfaces depend on the angle of the incident field. Thus,
the reflector’s profile should be synthesized considering the effect
of spatial dispersion of the reflection coefficient to maximize the
efficiency of the reflection. In this paper, we show how to
synthesize a reflector’s profile that is characterized by the effect of
spatial dispersion of the reflection coefficient. For this purpose, we
use a spectral representation of the field reflected from a surface
with spatial dispersion of the reflection coefficient. Specifically, we
investigate a phase error for an SIW-based parabolic reflector. We
show that offset SIW-based reflectors are mostly affected by the
effect of spatial dispersion of the reflection coefficient.
Index Terms—reflector antenna, spatial dispersion of the
reflection coefficient, surface integrated waveguide technology.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE development of modern telecommunication systems,
particularly for millimeter-wave frequency bands, has
resulted in the miniaturization of antennas and microwave
feeding networks. One popular realization technology for such
antenna systems is substrate integrated waveguide (SIW),
which helps in planar implementations of traditionally
nonplanar components such as waveguides and antenna
reflectors. However, the reflection properties of SIW-based
surfaces generally depend on the angle of incidence of an
incoming wave. In this case, the effect of spatial dispersion of
the reflection coefficient should be taken into account to
increase the radiation efficiency of a planar antenna reflector.
In classic reflectors based on metallic surfaces, the effect of
spatial dispersion of the reflection coefficient is absent because
coefficient’s phase is constant for any incident angle [1]. In
SIW-based reflectors, this effect appears due to the excitation
of reactive waves near the reflection surface, which can change
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their structure with the variation of the incident angle. The
effect of spatial dispersion of the reflection coefficient can
significantly influence the reflection properties of such
reflectors. Thus, typical reflectors such as those with canonical
designs (i.e., parabolic, elliptic, and hyperbolic) should be
corrected for this effect.
Some planar designs of SIW-based multibeam and
frequency-scanning antenna arrays with reflectors have been
presented in the literature [2-8]. In those studies, the design of
an offset parabolic reflector [2], a Gregorian system [3], and a
pillbox parabolic reflector [4-8] have been investigated.
However, none of those studies have taken the effect of spatial
dispersion of the reflection coefficient into account; the
reflectors’ profiles were chosen to be similar to that of a
continuous metallic surface.
In this paper, we consider the task of synthesizing a twodimensional (2D) reflector’s profile, the surface of which is
characterized by a reflection coefficient that is dependent on the
incident angle of the electromagnetic waves. As particular cases
of such a surface, we consider periodic gratings of circularshaped and rectangular-shaped conductors (Fig. 1). To solve the

Fig. 1. The periodic gratings of (a) circular-shaped and (b) rectangular-shaped
conductors.

synthesis task for the gratings, we expand the reflected field into
a Fourier integral in terms of spatial harmonics, and use the
reflection coefficient of the structure in the Fourier
decomposition. An asymptotic representation of the Fourier
integral-based reflection field is used in the synthesis procedure
of a reflector profile.
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II. SYNTHESIS OF THE REFLECTOR PROFILE
In this section, we derive some equations, which express a
field reflected from a spatially dispersive surface through an
incident field and a reflection coefficient R of the dispersive
surface. We assume that R is the reflection coefficient of a plane
wave from a flat surface. The results obtained in Section II A
are valid for an arbitrary reflective surface characterized by the
reflection coefficient R with the dependence on the incident
angle φi. As the particular cases of spatially dispersive surfaces,
we consider the periodic gratings presented in Fig. 1.
A. Reflected Field for a Surface with Spatial Dispersion
Let us simulate the dispersive structures, presented in Fig. 1,
through a reflective plane located at x=0 and characterized by
the reflection coefficient R. We assume that the structure is
located in a medium with a permittivity of ε. The plane is
excited by the incident z-axis oriented electric field intensity
vector Ezinc of an arbitrary form. Then, we can write the Fourier
expansion of the z-axis oriented vector Ezinc in plane waves [9]:
Ezinc  x, y  



 g   e
inc

i k 2   2 x  i y

d .

(1)



Here, ginc is the spatial spectrum of the incident field; k=2π/λ; λ
is the radiation wavelength in a vacuum; and i is the imaginary
unit. We assume the time dependence in the form of eiωT (ω is
angular frequency, T is time). The expansion (1) satisfies the
2D Helmholtz wave equation ∆Ezinc+k2εEzinc=0 in the medium
with the permittivity of ε. Each partial plane wave in (1) can
also be characterized by the angle of incidence φi, which
corresponds to the spectral parameter α as follows:

  k  sin i .

Equation (5) describes a non-local coupling between the
reflected and incident fields because the reflected field at the
point y depends on the incident field at the point yʹ. The variable
yʹ is varied from minus to plus infinity. If the coupling is absent,
we can see that the function G(y) becomes the Dirac delta
function, and the reflected field is determined through the
incident field by the geometrical optics (GO) laws in the case
where the reflection coefficient does not depend on the
parameter α and, thus, the angle of incidence φi. In the case
where the spatial dispersion of the reflection coefficient exists,
the dependence R on the incident angle φi influences the
reflected field, and expression (5) describes the general relation
between the incident and reflected fields. For the gratings
presented in Fig. 1, it will be shown in the following sections
that the function G(y) is localized in some vicinity of the point
y=0. It has a maximum at y=0 and decreases rapidly when
moving away from this point. The localization of the function
G(y) means that the speed of changing of R from the incident
angle φi is not very high. Notably, because of the reciprocity of
the structure, the reflection coefficient R(α) and therefore
function G(y) are even functions of their arguments.
Let us consider a curved reflector (Fig. 2). If the radius of the
reflector bending is large, (5) can be written in the local curved
orthogonal coordinate system nsz (n is normal to the illuminated
surface) as follows:
Ezrefl  s  
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(2)

Each partial plane wave from (1) is reflected from the surface
with the reflection coefficient R(α). Then, the reflected field has
the following form:
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At the plane of x=0, we can represent the spectrum of the
incident field using the inverse Fourier transform of the incident
field, as shown in (3):
g inc   

1
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Fig. 2. (a) Symmetric and (b) offset reflector excited by the source of the
cylindrical wave.

(4)



Then, the reflected field at plane x=0 has the following integral
representation after (4) is substituted into (3):
Ezrefl  y  
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Let us write the incident field through its magnitude and
argument as Ezinc(sʹ)=|Ezinc(sʹ)|exp(iφinc(sʹ)). On the surfaces of
quasioptical reflectors, as a rule, the magnitude of the incident
field changes much more slowly than the argument does.
Therefore, we can consider the magnitude to be a constant
|Ezinc(sʹ)|=|Ezinc(s)|. With the assumption of the slow changing of
the magnitude of the incident field, we can write (6) as follows:

(5)
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Let us consider a case where function G(s‒sʹ) is an even one
and it is localized near point s=sʹ. Such behavior of the integral
core allows us to expand the phase of the incident wave through
a Taylor series expansion, which contains only the first three
terms of the expansion:

  s    s    s  s 

d  s 
ds



 s  s 
2

2

d 2  s 
ds 2

.

(8)

Substituting (8) into (7) with the changing of variables t=sʹ‒s
gives us the following form of the reflected field:
 itk it  
 e  e G t  dt 
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G  t  dt.



Here, we denote kτ=‒dφ(s)/ds, where kτ is associated with the
tangential component of the GO ray incident on the reflector at
point s, and φʺ=d2φ(s)/2ds2. The second exponent in (9) can be
represented through the following Taylor series:
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The multiplier ‒it in (10) is equivalent to derivative ∂/∂kτ. Thus,
the integral in (9) can be presented using (10) as follows:
 2 n  2 n  itk
i
e G  t  dt , n  0,
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The zeroth term in (11) is the reflection coefficient R(kτ) in
accordance with (5):


e

 itk

G  t  dt  R  k  .
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Here, the term ϕ(ψ) describes the dependence of the phase of
the reflected ray on the incident angle. This term is the argument
of the generalized reflection coefficient. For the case when G is
a localized function, the term ϕ(ψ) is found from the formula
(13):
n


 i   2 n R  k    

    arg R  k     
.
2n

n!
n 1
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The parameter kτ(ψ) is expressed through the function ρ(ψ) as
follows (see Appendix):

k   

   

         
2

,

(16)

2

where ρʹ(ψ)=dρ(ψ)/dψ. The reflector’s profile is determined
using (14) as follows:
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Then, the reflected field has the following form after (11) is
substituted into (9):
n
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B. The Reflector’s Profile
Let us synthesize the profile of the reflector characterized by
the reflection coefficient R. The profile of the reflector is
determined through the function ρ(ψ) for ψ∈[−ψmax, ψmax]. The
focal point x=F is the point of convergence of the rays reflected
from the reflector when a plane wave propagating along the xaxis is incident on the reflector (Fig. 2). We assume that a point
source of a cylindrical wave exists in the focal point. Then, the
phase condition of the transformation of the cylindrical wave
front into a plane wave front after the reflection from the
reflector in the GO approximation (Fig. 2(a)) is as follows:

(13)

Here, the first term corresponds to the GO field, where the
incident field multiplies with the reflection coefficient R(kτ).
The amendment to the GO reflected field is described through
the sum containing the derivatives from the reflection
coefficient. The multiplier in the brackets (13) can be
considered as a generalized reflection coefficient.

In the case of the effect of spatial dispersion of the reflection
coefficient being absent (when ϕ(ψ)=ϕ(0)), (17) describes the
shape of the parabolic reflector: ρ(ψ)=2F/(1+cosψ). In a general
case, formula (17) is a nonlinear differential equation because
phase ϕ(ψ) depends on the ρ(ψ) and its first derivative. This
equation should be solved numerically.
The area of application of the presented synthesis procedure
is limited by the condition of localization of the function G(s).
If the function G(s) is not localized, which corresponds to very
high speed of changing of R from the incident angle φi, then the
simple representation of the argument of the generalized
reflection coefficient through the sum (15) gives low accuracy
of the determination of ϕ(ψ). For the case of a non-localized
function G(s), we should find ϕ(ψ) using the general integral
representation of the reflected field (6). It should be noted that
surfaces, which are interesting from a practical realization point
of view, do not have such a strong dispersion that interrupts the
localization of the function G(s).
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III. ANALYSIS OF THE REFLECTIVE SURFACES
We consider the 2D periodic gratings of circular-shaped and
rectangular-shaped conductors (Fig. 1) located in a medium
with a permittivity of ε. The period of the gratings is p. The
radius of the circular-shaped conductors is r. The dimension of
the rectangular-shaped conductors is 2b and 2c along the y and
x-axis, respectively. A plane wave is incident on the gratings at
angle φi. The electric field intensity vector E of the incident
wave is oriented along the z-axis. The reflection properties of
the considered gratings have been studied in [10-14]. Some
analytical formulae of the reflection coefficient, when the
radius of the circular-shaped conductors is much smaller than
period r<<p, are available in [10, 12, 14]. Some analytical
formulae of the reflection coefficient for the grating of
rectangular-shaped conductors are available in [13, 14].
Furthermore, [11] provides some analytical formulae of the
reflection coefficient for the problem of plane wave diffraction
by an arbitrary-shaped small period grating. In this paper, we
use the following formula of the reflection coefficient of the
plane wave from the gratings determined through the fill factor
q=2r/p or q=2b/p [13]:
1  ik  pl1 cos i
1  ik  pl2 cos i
(18)
R

.
2  2ik  pl1 cos i 2  2ik  pl2 cos i
For the circular-shaped conductors grating, the parameters l1
and l2 are determined as follows:
l1   q 2  2l3   1   ln  cosh l4  ,

Fig. 3. The periodic gratings of (a) horizontal and (b) vertical strip
conductors.

Note that formulae (18), (21) and (22) were obtained with the
assumption that p    . However, they allow the
calculation of the reflection coefficient precisely for p up to





 4  .
Fig. 4 presents the dependence of the magnitude of the
reflection coefficient on the fill factor or the ratio 2c/p for
different angles of incidence of the plane wave. These figures

(19)
 2l3   1   ln  sinh l4  ,
l3  ln  sin  1     q 2  sin  1    q 2   ,
l4   q 2   q l3  arctan  tan  q 2  cot  q 2   ,
l2   q 2

where ν is determined through the following non-linear
equation:

 q sin  q   2  sinh 2  q 2   sin 2  q 2   l3 .
For the rectangular-shaped conductors grating, the parameters
l1 and l2 are determined as follows:
l1  l3  ln    1  

 2  ,
l2  l3  ln   1  2  ,

(20)

where l3 and σ are determined through a complex system of
integral equations [13]. For the particular case of the horizontal
strip conductors (Fig. 3(a)) when c→0, formula (18) can be
simplified as follows:
R

1  1   ik  p ln 1 sin  q 2   cos i
1

.
2 2  1   2ik  p ln 1 sin  q 2   cos i

(21)

For the particular case of the vertical strip conductors (Fig. 3(b))
when b→0, formula (18) can be simplified as follows:
R


1  1   ik  p cos i ln  cosh  c p  

2  1   2ik  p cos i ln  cosh  c p  

1  1   ik  p cos i ln  sinh  c p  

2  1   2ik  p cos i ln  sinh  c p  

.



(22)
Fig. 4. The dependence of magnitude of R on the fill factor (or the ratio 2c/p)
and the angle of incidence for (a) the circular-shaped, (b) horizontal strip, and
(c) vertical strip conductors when p=0.1λ and ε=6.
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show that the magnitude of the reflection coefficient is
practically equal to 1 for any angle φi when the fill factor is
greater than 0.2 and 0.6 for the circular-shaped and horizontal
strip conductors, respectively. Fig. 4(c) shows that even for the
normal wave incidence when φi=0, there is a full wave
reflection from the infinite thin vertical strips of the dimension
2c/p>0.7. Thus, any of the presented structures can be used as
the surface of a reflector.

implemented horn (Fig. 6). We assume that the phase center of
the horn is located at the focal point, and the parameters of the

Fig. 5 presents the dependence of the argument of the
reflection coefficient on the incident angle for different fill

Fig. 6. (a) Symmetric and (b) offset SIW-based reflector excited by the SIWimplemented horn.

SIW-based reflector’s surface are the following: q=0.4 and 0.6,
p=0.1λ, and ε=6. We assume that the focal distance of the
reflector is F=8λ and the maximum flare angle is ψmax=120˚.
Such a flare angle allows us to analyze both the symmetric and
offset reflectors in one figure.
Let us firstly analyze the function G(s) for the circularshaped grating using the spectral representation (5). We assume
that the spectrum in (5) is limited by the following interval:
  k  . This means that we do not take into account the
contribution of the decaying reactive waves created by the
source. Such a limitation can be justified because at the
considered reflector systems, the distance between the source
and reflector surface is usually large, and the contribution of
reactive components is negligible. Fig. 7 plots the normalized
function |G(s)/G(0)| for q=0.4 and 0.6. This figure shows that

Fig. 5. The dependence of argument of R on the fill factor (or the ratio 2c/p)
and the angle of incidence for (a) the circular-shaped, (b) horizontal strip, and
(c) vertical strip conductors when p=0.1λ and ε=6.

factors or the ratios 2c/p. These figures show that the argument
of the reflection coefficient changes for different incident
angles. The effect of spatial dispersion of the reflection
coefficient exists for all of the considered gratings. The highest
speed of changing of the argument of the reflection coefficient
from the incident angle appears mostly for the circular shaped
wire grating when q=0.4 and 0.6. Therefore, the difference
between the profile synthesized by formula (17) is most
strongly different from the parabolic one at the indicated fill
factor values.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Fig. 7. Normalized magnitude of G(s) when p=0.1λ and ε=6.

the function G(s) is localized near point s=0. Therefore, we can
apply formula (13) for the analysis of the field reflected from
the SIW-based surface, and formula (17) for the synthesis of the
reflector’s profile. Figure 8 shows a synthesized profile for the
SIW-based reflector as compared to a parabolic one, as well as
the difference between synthesized and parabolic curves. We
can see from this figure that the main difference of 0.05λ-0.065λ
is observed at the edge of the reflector. Let us plot Fig. 9 with
the dependence of a phase error, which is created by the

Let us synthesize the reflector’s profile for a practical case
when a symmetric or an offset reflector is excited by a SIW-
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It can be shown that the influence of spatial dispersion of
reflection coefficient is increasing with the increase in the
period p. Therefore, the influence of effect will be stronger for
millimeter wave antenna reflectors when there is a
technological limitation on the minimum period fabrication.
Note also that, in general, metamaterial-based surfaces are
characterized by the effect of spatial dispersion of the reflection
coefficient [15]. Therefore, the presented synthesis procedure is
applicable to metamaterial-based parabolic reflectors.

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we considered the problem of synthesis of a
reflector’s profile for the case when its surface is characterized
by the spatial dispersion of reflection coefficient. We derived a
spectral representation of the field reflected from such surface,
which is used for the synthesis procedure. We investigated the
applicability of the spectral representation for synthesis of the
SIW-based reflectors. We showed that the effect of spatial
dispersion of the reflection coefficient affects mostly offset
SIW-based reflectors. This effect may produce sufficient phase
error that should be taken into account in the reflector synthesis.
Fig. 8. Synthesized and parabolic profiles for (a) q=0.4 and (b) q=0.6.

parabolic profile made of SIW-based surface. As we can see
from Fig. 9, the phase error of more than 10˚ is observed for
y>10λ when q=0.4, which corresponds to the angles ψ>50˚.
Therefore, the effect of spatial dispersion of the reflection
coefficient affects mostly offset reflectors.

APPENDIX
Let us find the component kτ, which is associated with the
tangential component of the GO ray incident on the reflector at
point A from focal point F (Fig. A1). Vector k, which is directed

Fig. 9. Phase error versus the y-coordinate of the parabolic reflector.

Let us investigate the dependence of the phase error on the
reflector’s curvature. The curvature can be changed by
changing the focal distance F. It is determined through formula
(17), which can be represented as follows:

   

      0 
2F

.
1  cos k  1  cos 

(22)

Here, the first term is the parabolic shape. The second term
represents the amendment to the original parabolic shape, and
it takes into account the effect of spatial dispersion of the
reflection coefficient. The second term determines the phase
error, and it can be noted that it contains the argument of the
generalized reflection coefficient, which does not depend on F.
Therefore, the change of the reflector’s curvature does not
influence the phase error.

Fig. A1. The determination of the component kτ.

along the direction of propagation of the GO ray, has the
following representation in the Cartesian coordinates (x, y):
k=(‒cosψ, sinψ). Vector τ, which is tangential to the reflector
at point A, is expressed through the angle γ as follows: τ=(cosγ,
sinγ). Parameter kτ is the projection of the vector k on the vector
τ: kτ=(k∙τ)=‒cos(ψ+γ). Let us express kτ through the radius ρ.
For this purpose, we consider an infinitely small angle dψ→0
(Fig. A1). Radius ρ+ρʹdψ, where ρʹ=dρ/dψ, corresponds to the
angle ψ+dψ. Taking into account the condition of dψ→0, we
can find angle γ as follows: γ=π/2‒ψ+arctan(ρʹ/ρ), and the
parameter kτ is expressed as follows: kτ=sin(arctan(ρ/ρʹ)).
Applying some trigonometric conversions for “sin” and
“arctan” functions, we obtain the following representation of kτ:
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